Saint John’s University, Collegeville, MN 56321
Rules for the Use of the Microfilm and Digital Collections at HMML
(Please sign and return this form to the front office upon your arrival.)
Since 1965, HMML has been able to photograph manuscripts held in hundreds of libraries throughout
the world and make them available to researchers because it agreed to respect the proprietary rights of the
owners and caretakers. HMML therefore must ask all scholars who use its collections to observe certain
conditions of access to the manuscript images. Failure to observe these conditions will result in loss of access to
HMML’s collections.
1.

On-site use of the HMML microfilm and digital collections is free to all visiting scholars.

2.
Microfilm readers are provided for on-site research. Scholars using the digital collections on-site will be
given use of a computer workstation for viewing read-only copies of digital manuscript files.
3.
Microfilms must be used at HMML, and may not be taken to Alcuin Library or any other location
without explicit permission. If permission is granted to read microfilms in Alcuin Library during weekends or
other days when HMML is closed, the films may not be scanned. Any unauthorized removal or scanning of
microfilms will result in loss of access to HMML’s collections.
4.
Because HMML has contracts with owning libraries governing access to, and use of, images of
manuscripts in their collections, visiting scholars may not copy digital files, nor digitally photograph or scan
microfilms. Requests for copies should be made through the usual means for ordering manuscript images.
Observing this requirement will ensure future scholars will have access to these resources and encourage other
libraries to allow HMML to photograph their manuscripts.
5.
Digital scanning of microfilms or copying of digital images will be done by HMML staff at the rates
listed on the HMML website for printouts from microfilm. Scholars may find that it would be less expensive to
order a copy of the complete manuscript.
6.
Visiting scholars may print pages from microfilms for $0.25 per page. Printouts from digital files must
be ordered through the HMML reprography staff.
7.
Anyone making printouts from microfilms or ordering printouts/copies of digital files is expected to
observe the restrictions on publication and duplication that always apply to materials from HMML's image
collections, as described below.
8.
To allow access to the equipment for both scholars and staff, visiting scholars who wish to print out
materials for personal use are requested to limit their time at the printers to one hour.
9.
The microfilm printer is for use with the HMML microfilm collections. We request that these
machines not be used for making copies from personal microfilms (i.e., not from the HMML collections)
without prior permission from staff.
10.
All scholars are required to agree to HMML's Rules for Use of the Microfilm and Digital Collections,
and are requested to provide a list of the microfilms and digitized manuscripts that they have used.

11.
No images from microfilms or digital materials (scanned microfilms or digital copies) may be published
without prior permission from both HMML and the owning library.
Copyright Information:
Manuscript images are for scholarly or educational use only. Duplication of microfilm or digital images for
any purpose is forbidden without permission. Publication of images requires prior permission from the owning
institution sought through HMML. Publication of textual editions based on manuscripts may in some cases
require permission of the owning library; please check with HMML. Users of these images agree to cite the
owning institution as well as the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library, Saint John's Abbey and University,
Collegeville, Minnesota, in any publications referring to these images and/or their content. They are also
encouraged to submit two copies of any published work containing references to HMML's microfilms or
digital images to HMML (one copy will be forwarded to the owning institution). By signing below, scholar
agrees to these terms.

Name: __________________________________________________

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: ____________________

